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EMERGENCY POWERS
The investigation that was FBI Agent
Imogen Trager’s undoing may be the
key to stopping a brutal, false flag
terrorist attack meant to tighten a
puppet president’s grip on power.

Reviews and advance praise:
“McCrone’s research and political
insight … will be a pleasant surprise to
readers used to more gunplay-style
action. Great for fans of Brad
Meltzer, David Baldacci.”
— Publishers Weekly
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"FBI Agent Imogen Trager is “a
memorable protagonist—as tough as
she is smart." — Kirkus Review
Imogen Trager is “a heroine who
makes both good and bad decisions…
providing action-packed and unexpected moments through-out.”—
DIANE DONOVAN, Midwest Book
Review
“Three tough female characters steal
the show: FBI agents Vega, Sartain,
and Trager...are something special to
pay attention to.”
— T. LIEBERMAN, Independent Book
Review
The seamless writing, multi-dimensional characters and depth and breadth of
research here is a testament to
McCrone’s craftsmanship. — KATE
ROBINSON, US Review of Books
links to full reviews at:
http://jamesmccrone.com/Reviews.html
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“Tense action, dire motives, and dark
secrets. McCrone has written a highstakes political thriller that feels so
chillingly true, you pray it’s not.”

— TOM STRAW, Seven-time
NYT bestselling author, as
Richard Castle
“A great read! McCrone decisively
establishes his mastery of compelling,
heart-pounding and thoroughly
intriguing geo-political thrillers.”

— STEPHEN MACK JONES,
August Snow, Lives Laid Away
In Emergency Powers, James McCrone
rockets the reader through a tale of
political intrigue in a way fans of this
series have come to expect and enjoy.
This high-speed thriller is thoughtprovoking, well-researched, and timely.
Add McCrone's books to your shelves.

— J.J. HENSLEY, author of
Resolve, Bolt Action Remedy,
and Record Scratch
Emergency Powers brings the Faithless
Elector trilogy to a nail-biting finale. A
dynamic mix of political intrigue and
high-stakes personal drama, ultimately
offering keen portraits of true
patriotism—its weight, its costs, and the
courage that drives it.

— ART TAYLOR, Edgar Awardwinning author of The Boy
Detective & The Summer of ’74
More reviews and Media Kit
available at:
http://jamesmccrone.com/

James McCrone is the author of Faithless
Elector, Dark Network, and Emergency
Powers—“taut” and “gripping” political
thrillers about a stolen presidency, featuring
the feisty, driven FBI Agent Imogen
Trager. His work also recently appeared in
Low Down Dirty Vote, vol. 2.
He’s a member of the The Mystery Writers
of America, the Sisters in Crime network,
International Association of Crime writers,
and Philadelphia Dramatist Center.
James has an MFA from the University of
Washington in Seattle. He is the former
Business Manager for the South 9th
Street/Italian Market in Philadelphia, where
he makes his home with his wife and three
children. He recently began writing full
time.
Contact:
E/ jmccrone@faithlesselector.com
T/ 215.833.6076
@jamesmccrone4

